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1 Introdu tion
1.1 Rain in a Test Tube?
The pro ess of

loud formation and rainfall is very

length and time s ales [1℄. A

omplex and involves many

ording to the fourth assessment report of the Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) the limited s ienti
of

louds [2℄ is a major

open question is the
the growth by

ontribution to the un ertainties in

understanding

limate predi tion. An

onne tion between the diusive growth of small droplets and

ollisions for big droplets [3℄. In the

rossover range of 10µm - 50µm

droplet radius ( hapter 15.1. in [4℄) the growth by diusion as well as by

ollision is

small. This time limiting part in the kineti s of the growth of rain droplets is refered
to as a bottlene k. It is not
s ale, whi h is

lear how the droplets pass this 'bottlene k' in a time

omparable to the time between

loud formation and the onset of rain.

This motivates to study the evolution of the size distribution in a lab experiment
under well

ontrolled

onditions. We investigate in this work the demixing of a bi-

nary uid indu ed by a slow

ontinuous

hange of temperature. Beyond the

temperature the binary uid demixes into two phases. The

riti al

hange of temperature

auses supersaturation, whi h leads to nu leation of droplets. These droplets grow
and on e they are big enough they pre ipitate towards the phase boundary. This
situation is analogous to the formation of water droplets in warm
out the similarities to the
sphere,

ontaining a

louds we

ertain amount of water vapour. While moving upwards the

temperature de reases and the amount of vapour whi h
without

ondensation de reases too. At a

beyond 100% and droplets o
better

ur. They grow and eventually fall down as rain. For

In a

onve tive

in the air also

∆Φ/∆T

omposition

loud one en ounters upwind speeds of about

∆H/∆t = 10m/s. The ooling of an air par
∆T /∆H =1K/100m (see p.148

rate of about

give a

an be mixed with the air

ertain height the relative humidity passes

omparison we make a rough estimate of the temporal hange in

of air and vapour.

about

louds. To point

onsider a par el of air raising up in the atmo-

el is given by the dry adiabati

lapse

in [5℄). The saturation of water vapor
◦
hanges with temperature. At 10 C the hange of the omposition is
−4 −1
= 5 · 10 K (see p.132 in [5℄). A ombination of all these values

hange in

omposition of 0.2 per hour:

ξ :=

∆Φ ∆T ∆H
∆Φ
=
≈ 0.2h−1
∆t
∆T ∆H ∆t

(1.1)
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In our experiments we vary
onditions in

louds.

ξ

from

0.05h−1

We also observe

to

2h−1 ,

whi h is

omparable to the

as ades of pre ipitation appearing in our

system within the range of 30 minutes to two hours, whi h are
time s ales on whi h a rain
our experiment is that it
many features of a

loud

loud

omparable to the

an develop and begin to rain. The advantage of

an be performed under well

ontrolled

onditions. How

an nally be squeased into our test tube, will be a result

of a detailed analysis, whi h builds upon the foundations set in the present work.

1.2 Demixing of a Binary Fluid  Os illatory
Behaviour
Let us

onsider a system with two

omponent
two

A

is denoted with

Φ

omponents

A

and

omponents depends on the temperature and

in equilibrium. Below

The relative amount

1

of

(see gure 1.1). In general the mis ibility of the

diagram. In the phase diagram a binodal is the

2

B.

an be

oexistan e

hara terized by a phase
urve of the two phases

the binodal the system is mis ible and the two

omponents

form one homogeneous phase. In the two phase region above the binodal the system
separates into two phases with

ompositions

Φr

and

Φl ,

whi h lie on the right and

left bran h of the binodal respe tively.

T
2 phases

1 phase

T1
Φl Φi Φr

Φ

Figure 1.1: Phase diagram of a binary system, the binodal (blue line) separates the
one phase region from the two phase region
The amount of ea h phase
1 This

an be

al ulated from these

ompositions using the lever

an be volume fra tion, mass fra tion or molar fra tion, if referred to the volume, mass or
moles of the omponents respe tively
2 Here a system with a lower riti al solution temperature (LCST) is des ribed, be ause in this
work su h a system is experimentally investigated. Only this system is used in all des ribtions of
the phase diagrams to avoid onfusions. A system with an upper riti al solution temperature
is more typi al. In this ase the system is homogeneous for high temperature, and undergoes
phase separation for lower temperatures.
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dT
very small
dt

dT
intermediate
dt

dT
very high
dt

T
T2

T
T2

T
T2

T1

T1

T1

Φ

Φ

Φ

Figure 1.2: Kineti s of the phase separation: a) diusive
ing,

rule

3

) temperature jump and relaxation dynami s

given an initial

phase.

omposition

Φi ,

In the two phase region the

perature.

The

ase, b) os illatory demix-

whi h is the

omposition of the homogeneous

omposition is fully determined by the temompositions.

These

des ription holds for all binary systems, where only one state of matter is

onsid-

ered for ea h

ompositions on the binodal are equilibrium

omponent.

If a temperature

hange is applied to the system the kineti s be ome important.

Here only liquid systems are

onsidered.

We start the in the two phase region,

where the binary uid has already separated into two phases. If there is a density
dieren e between the two phases, they form two ma ros opi

phases in equilib-

rium, whi h are separated by one interfa e. In gure 1.2 three dierent temperature
hanges are shown: a very slow

hange, a sudden jump and an intermediate

in temperature. Apart from the temperature jump the temperature is
tinuously. First the two extreme
temperature

ases are dis ussed. Figure 1.2

hanged

on-

) shows the sudden

hange where the system is rapidly driven out of equilibrium and the

relaxation towards equilibrium, whi h leads to further demixing
Depending on the temperature
droplets and diusive growth
perature

hange

an be observed.

hange, spinodal de omposition or the nu leation of
an be observed [6℄. In material s ien e sudden tem-

hanges are often used for alloys to rea h an metastable state with desired

properties.

In this

ontext the phase separation of this kind has been studied in

great detail.
The situation is dierent if the temperature

hanges very slowly (gure 1.2 a)). The

ontinuous heating produ es steadily supersaturation. In order to

ompensate the

generation of supersaturation there is a steady ex hange of material through the
interfa e of the two ma ros opi

phases due to diusion. This material ux

an be

des ribed by a nonlinear diusion equation. The stable diusion proles as well as
a

riti al rate of temperature, where these proles be ome unstable, has been

3 The

al u-

lever rule is the formulation of mass onservation for this ase: the sum of the omponents

A and B in the ompositions Φr and Φl is equal to the total amount of the omponents in
omposition Φi .

3
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lated [7℄. Beyond this stability bound there is the intermediate
in whi h it is more likely for the system to nu leate droplet

ase (gure 1.2 b))

onsisting of the other

phase. Here the material does not have to diuse beyond the interfa e between the
two ma ros opi

phases.

It

an just diuse to the next droplet whi h a ts like a

sink for supersaturation. If the two phases do not have the same density, gravity
will be ome important and

ause sedimentation of the droplets to the interfa e. Af-

ter the droplets have sedimented to the interfa e of the two phases supersaturation
builds up again be ause the temperature is

ontinuously

hanging. Beyond a

al supersaturation droplets are nu leated again and the

riti-

yl le is repeated. These

me hanism leads to an os illatory behaviour of the demixing of a binary uid.
The interplay of the two nonlinearities, the diusion and the
feren es and gravity, lead to an interesting

oupling of density dif-

omplex dynami s of phase separation.

A parameter range in terms of a nondimensional heating rate and a dimensionless
gravity parameter of the dierent regimes are studied in [8℄. In the following a parameter range is

onsidered where both the heating rate and the density dieren es

are large enough to yield os illatory demixing.
The phase seperation dynami s, whi h show an os illatory behaviour, rst has been
des ribed in mi roemulsions 1997 [9℄. These os illations manifest themselves in turbidity (the light is s attered if lots of droplets are present) and the spe i

heat. In

subsequent studies the os illatory phase separation has been observed in a mixture of
methanol hexane [10℄, polymer solutions [10℄, a mixture of vegetable oil and ethanol
[11℄ and butoxyethanol water [12℄. Phase separation with a
hange plays a role in

loud physi s [1℄ or in

ooling magma

ontinuous temperature
hambers [13℄.

In gure 1.3 videomi ros opy images, obtained by [12℄, of the os illatory demixing
pro ess are shown.

The light parts

orrespond to many droplets and dark parts

are transparent. In these snapshots the turbidity is not homogeneous. This

an be

a hint for an adve tive ow eld underlying the whole dynami s. To get a better
view on the os illation dynami s a spa e time plot from a series of single video miros opy snapshots

an be

onstru ted [10℄ (see gure 1.4). Ea h image is averaged

in horizontal dire tion, so that a verti al line is left over, whi h has the width of one
pixel. These lines of the verti al turbidity are arranged on a time axis.
Our aim is to examine the os illatory phase seperation at a length s ale of the
droplets, see gure 1.5. We want to measure size distributions of droplets, to gain a
better understanding of the dynami s of the phase seperation.

1.3 Outline
In the following a short overview of this diploma thesis is given. In

hapter 2 the

experimental setup is des ribed. It is mainly the work of Tobias Lapp to establish
this setup, so only the most important information about the experiment is given.

4
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Figure 1.3: The evolution of turbidity in the system butoxyethanol/water.
phase separation is indu ed by

The

ountinuous heating. The homogeneous

phase (a), the system at the transition temperature (b), the formation
of the two ma ros opi

phases ( )-(g) and os illations in the turbidity

(h)-(j) are shown, reprinted from [12℄.

Figure 1.4: Spa e

time

plot

of

the

os illations

appearing

in

a

system

of

methanol/hexane, reprint of [14℄.
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200 µm

Figure 1.5: Image of droplets appearing in a binary system with a slowly ramped
temperature.

6

1.3 Outline
In

hapter 3 the binary mixture of isobutoxyethanol and water is des ribed, whi h

we use for our experiment to investigate the os illatory behaviour of phase separation.

The material parameters are given and the phase diagram of the system is

remeasured to

hara terize it thermodynami ally. To have a

phase separation a temperature ramp is

onstant driving of the

al ulated, whi h is adapted to the system.

In the experiment images of droplets in a plane are a quired. To get the size distributions from the images the droplets have to be dete ted. The program whi h
dete ts droplets in a single image is written by Tobias Lapp. The dete ted droplets
have to be tra ked in time to get rid of artefa ts and to gain reliable data. This is
des ribed in
In

hapter 4.

hapter 5 the droplet data is analysed. The obtained size distribution of droplets

as well as the ow eld (a
This thesis ends with

essible from the traje tories) is

on lusions in

hara terized.

hapter 6.

This thesis is a joint proje t with the PhD thesis of Tobias Lapp. The work des ribed
in the

hapters marked with a star (*) is done by Tobias Lapp.
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2 Experimental Setup*
Two types of experiments have been
temperatures for dierent

arried out. In the rst setup the transition

ompositions of the binary uid isobutoxyethanol / water

are measured to determine the

oexistan e

urve in the phase diagram. In the se ond

type of experiments the binary liquid is exposed to a slow temperature ramp, whi h
leads to demixing. Images of the droplets are taken to study their size distribution
and traje tories. Both experiments need a well

ontrolled temperature, as well as

a suitable illumination and image aquisition. A sket h of the experimental setup is
shown in gure 2.1
measurement

1

. In the following we go through the setup starting with the

ells and ending with an image series ready for analysis.

Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for the aquisition of droplet images.

For the measurement of the phase diagram the binary mixture is put into pyrex
ture tubes (13mm diameter, 10
a uores en e

ell 117.100F-QS made by Hellma GmbH. Its size is 10mm x 10mm

and 35mm in height. In both
1 This

ul-

m height). For the droplet measurements we use
ases measurement

ells are sealed with teon tape

sket h is drawn by Tobias Lapp.
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measurement cell
L2

L1 GF

cold light
source
Hg arc lamp

L3
RF

light guide
measurement cell
camera with
zoom lense

camera

Figure 2.2: Sket h of the opti al

omponents of the rst (left) and se ond (right)

setup, top view.

and pla ed in a water bath. The bath is 14 m wide, 34 m long and 16 m high. We
use destilled water as

ooling agent. The water bath

ontains a few

opper

oins to

prevent algae from growing.
Underneath the water bath a magneti
lo ated.

stirrer (IKAMAG RET

ontrol-vis

It is used in the rst measurement to mix the two phases and to

C) is
ause

turbidity and in the se ond experiment to mix the two phases after the phase separation. The magneti

stirrer makes it possible to run more than one measurement

without unmounting the sample.
The temperature of the water bath is
mersion

ooler

ontrolled (gure 2.1) by a Haake EK20 im-

ombined with a Haake DC30 thermostat. Both parts are immersed

in the waterbath.

The temperature

ontrol unit is

onne ted with the

omputer

via a serial interfa e. Additionally the temperature of the water near the sample
is measured with a PT100 temperature sensor.

The water in the water bath is

ir ulating to ensure a spatially homogeneous temperature distribution.The main
dieren e between the two setups are the opti al

omponents for illumination and

image aquisition. The opti s for the rst experiment is depi ted in gure 2.2 (left).
The light from the

old light sour e (KL 2500 LCD, S hott) is guided with a light

guide to the measurement

ell. The light sour e

ontains a halogen lamp of 250W,

but we only need to run it at the lowest possible power to re eive enough light. The
images are taken with a BM-500CL mono hrome progressive s an CCD

2

amera . It

has 5 million pixels resolution (2456 x 2058) and a maximum framerate of 15Hz. In
this experiment the images are taken with a zoom lense and have a size of about
5mm.
In the se ond experiment the uores ent dye nile red is added to the binary liquid
2 http://www.jai.

10

om/EN/CameraSolutions/Produ ts/Pages/BM-500CL.aspx

in order to have a better

ontrast between droplets and ba kround. Nile red solves

preferentially in the isobutoxyethanol-ri h phase. In the water-ri h bottom phase
the ba kround is relatively dark and the isobutoxyethanol-ri h droplets shine bright.
In the top phase there are dark droplets on a uores ent ba kround. To get enough
light from the uores ent dye the illumination has to be very bright.
light sour e is not powerful enough for this purpose. A laser
light, but problems due to its

The

old

ould provide enough

oherent light arise. Be ause the opti al densities of

droplets and the surrounding uid are not mat hed, ea h droplet a ts like a small
lense. After passing a short distan e of the sample the homogeneous parallel laser
light is seperated into many stripes, whi h illuminate the droplets very inhomogeneously.

High performan e LEDs are also not suitable for the illumination. The

power fra tion whi h is emitted with a small divergen e angle is not high enough.
The optimal light sour e for the setup turns out to be a mer ury short ar

lamp

from LOT-Oriel 100W. It provides enough light, whi h is also diuse enough that
almost no stripes appear. The emission line of 546nm and the double line of 577nm
and 579nm wavelength

3

A sket h of the opti al

are in the ex itation band of the uores ent dye nile red.
omponents is given in gure 2.2 (right). The light is pro-

du ed by the mer ury lamp and is

olle ted by the

ollimater lense.

The light is

then ltered with a bandpass lter FF01-562/40-25 by Semro k (green lter GF in
gure 2.2) so that only the two green emission lines for the ex itation of the uoresent dye pass. It ensures that the UV light as well as the red part of the spe trum,
whi h overlaps with the emissionspe trum of the uores ent dye

annot leave the

lamp house. A spheri al lense (L1) with a fo al length of 200mm forms a parallel
light beam.

The

ylindri al lense (L2) with a fo al length of 80mm fo usses the

light in only one dire tion. With a narrow slit of 300µm width a verti al light sheet
is formed whi h illuminates a plane of the sample. The slit is lo ated in front of
the measurement

ell already in the water bath. The measurement

by bla k apertures to shield strey light.

The light

narrow slit and the uores ent light leaves through a

omes to the

ell is

overed

ell through the

ir ular hole in the aperture.

The uores ent light from the illuminated plane of the sample is

olle ted by the

spheri al lense (L3) with a fo al length of 35mm and proje ted to the CCD-Chip
of the

amera. A longpass lter (BLP01-594R-25 by Semro k,red lter RF in gure

2.2) is then used to lter out the remaining green ex itation light, so that only the
uores en e light passes. The size of the images is 1.3mm x 1.5mm.
The temperature
the magneti

ontrol as well as the

stirrer are

amera for the aquisition of the images and

onne ted with the

omputer. The whole measurement is

ontrolled by a LabVIEW program. With this highly automatised setup it is possible to run dierent temperature ramps and take images.
The image pro essing is done with the Matlab Image Pro essing Toolbox. To deal
with the large amount of data programs are run on a
3 http://physi

omputer

luster. In a typi al

s.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Handbook/Tables/mer urytable2.htm, 21.03.2011
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measurement we take 20000 images to have a good time resolution, whi h needs
almost 100GB of storage spa e.
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3 Choosing a System
3.1 The Model System
In

hapter 1.2 systems whi h have been used for experiments for the investigation

of the os illatory demixing are mentioned.

Our aim was to nd an experimental

system in whi h images of dete tible droplets

an be a quired.

Our experiments

with a darkeld illumination have shown that the droplets in su h images

annot

be dete ted reliably. So we de ided to use a uores ent dye. This uores ent dye
should be dissolved mainly in one phase to give a good
and surrounding uid. Using polymers seemed to be

ontrast between droplets

ompli ated, but in general it

an be a good option to use uores ent labeled polymers if they
easily.

We wanted to sti k to a simple system, so we

an be produ ed

ompared the methanol-

hexane and the butoxyethanol-water system. The butoxyethanol-water system gives
a better

ontrast, be ause most of the uores ent dye solves in a organi

ompound

and not in polar media like water. The disadvantage of this system is the riti al
◦
temperature of about 50 C. It is a lower riti al solution temperature, that means,
that the mixture is homogeneous below and has to be heated up to undergo phase
◦
◦
separation. Performing experiments between 50 C and 80 C is possible with this
system, but not

onvenient. The water of the water bath evaporates faster, be ause

of the higher vapor pressure.

This is not suitable for longterm and automatized
◦
measurements. Small amounts of de ane will lower the riti al point to about 25 C.
We tried to measure the phase diagram of a butoxyethanol-water-de ane mixture,
with 1.6% de ane.

It turned out that by adding the de ane not only the

point is shifted, but the whole phase diagram is modied.

riti al

A three phase region

appeares [15℄ and all advantages of a simple phase diagram are gone.
Our nal solution is an isomer of butoxyethanol whi h is
It has similar properties, but the
◦
is about 25 C.

alled iso-butoxyethanol.

riti al temperature of a binary mixture with water

3.1.1 Iso-Butoxyethanol
Butoxyethanol is a organi

1

onsumer appli ations .
1 Formaldehyde,

graphs

on

the

solvent whi h is used in many industrial pro esses and

It is part of the important

2-Butoxyethanol
Evaluation of

lass of nonioni

surfa tants

and
1-tert-Butoxypropan-2-ol
IARC
MonoCar inogeni Risks to Humans, 2006, 88 ;
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whi h are

alled n-alkyl polygly ol ether (CH3 (CH2 )i−1 (OCH2 CH2 )j OH), abbrevi-

ated with Ci Ej .

Butoxyethanol is the simplest

ompound and is denoted in this

terminology as C4 E1 [16℄. Iso-butoxyethanol (in the following denoted with i-BE) is
a bran hed isomere of butoxyethanol. Its
In gure 3.1

2

hemi al formula is C6 H14 O2 .

the mole ular stru ture of i-BE is shown.

The i-BE used for this work is pur hased from Wako Chemi als GmbH and used
without puri ation.

Figure 3.1: Mole ular stru ture of i-BE

3.1.2 Fluores ent Dye Nile Red
As a uores ent dye we use nile red. It solves in organi

ompounds where as in water

the uores en e is quen hed [17℄. Therefore, the i-BE ri h phase shines bright and
the water ri h phase stays relatively dark. Sin e we do not have pure
ea h phase, the

omponents in

ontrast between dark and bright parts in the images (taken during

one measurement) depends on the

omposition of the two phases.

phases of the system are separated, the higher the

The more the

ontrast.

The ex itation spe trum as well as the emission spe trum of nile red depend on the
solvent [18℄. Nile red solved in butoxyethanol absorbs in the wavelength range of
500nm to 590nm (green light).

The emission spe trum has a range of 580nm to

700nm (red). These spe tra are measured with a spre trometer of the type USB650

3

Red Tide (O ean opti s). It has 2nm spe tral resolution. In gure 3.2 the mole ular
stru ture of nile red is shown.
The nile red used in our experiment is pur hased from Sigma-Aldri h.

3.2 Properties of the System
3.2.1 Phase Diagram of the System
The phase diagram of i-BE / water is very simple.

It is a binary system with a

mis ibillity gap in the temperature region where the measurements take pla e. To

http://monographs.iar .fr/ENG/Monographs/vol88/, 23.11.2009
hem.n bi.nlm.nih.gov/summary/summary. gi? id=521158, 07.03.2011
3 http://www.o eanopti s. om/Produ ts/usb650.asp, 23.03.2011
2 http://pub
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Figure 3.2: Mole ular stru ture of the uores ent dye nile red, reprinted from [18℄

visualize the temperature-dependent existen e of the two phases, the equilibrium
oexisten e

urve (binodal) of the two phases is shown in the phase diagram. In

gure 3.3 the phase diagram of the system is shown [19℄. There is a spe ial feature
of this system.

The mis ibility gap is

losed, whi h means that the system has
◦
riti al point (higher than 140 C) and below

two

riti al points. Above the upper
◦
the lower riti al point (25.3 C) the system is homogeneous for all

[19℄. The fa t that the mis ibility gap

ompositions

loses for lower temperatures is due to the

formation of hydrogen bonds [20℄ between water and i-BE.

3.2.2 Densities and Vis osities
To understand the sedimentation of the droplets quantitativly it is important to
know the density dieren e between droplets and surrounding uid as well as the
vis osity. In the following, densities and vis osities are al ulated for the two phases
◦
◦
for all temperatures between 25.8 C and 50 C, whi h is the measurement range. The
hange in density is mainly aused by the hange in omposition. Thermal expansion
and ex ess volume is a

ounted for based on [21℄.

For detailled

al ulation see

appendix 2. In gure 3.4 the densities of the two phases and their density dieren e
are shown.
For the

al ulation of the vis osities we did not nd the desired data in the literature.

We take the data for the vis osity of water from [22℄. The vis osities of i-BE have
been measured by Tobias Lapp with an ubbelohde vis osimeter typ 537 10/I made
by S hott. The data is tted with the following fun tion:

η(T ) = A · 10
The

B·(20−T /◦ C)−C·(T /◦ C−20)2
T /◦ C+D

(3.1)

oe ients [22℄ are given in table 3.1.

To interpolate the vis osities for a given omposition, the omposition-dependent
◦
vis osities at 25 C given in [23℄ are used. The data is interpolated with the following
fth order polynomial (obtained by tting):

η(Φ, T = 25◦ C) = −40.66Φ5 + 103.44Φ4 − 100.32Φ3 + 39.35Φ2 + 0.17Φ + 0.91

(3.2)
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Figure 3.3: Phase diagram of i-BE / water and n-BE / water. Reprinted from [19℄
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Figure 3.4: Densities of the system i-BE / water as a fun tion of temperature. Left:
Densities of the top (blue) and bottom phase (red).
dieren e of the two phases.
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Right:

Density
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water
i-BE

A
1.002 · 10−3 kg·m−1s−1
3.36 · 10−3 kg·m−1 s−1

Table 3.1: Fit

B

C

D

1.3272

0.001053

105

1.730

0.001

108

oe ients for the vis osity of water and i-BE

−3

−3

x 10

3.5
viscosity [kg/(m*s)]

4

η [kg/(m*s)]

3

2

1

x 10

water
i−BE
bot
top

3
2.5
2
1.5
1

0
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
mass fraction i−BE

1

0.5
25

30

◦
Figure 3.5: Left: Vis osity at 25 C as a fun tion of

35
40
temperature [°C]

45

50

omposition. Right: Vis osities

as a fun tion of temperature for water (red), i-BE (blue), the bottom
◦
phase (green) and the top phase (bla k). The two data points at 40 C
are measurements of the two phases to test the interpolation.

where

Φ

denotes the omposition in mass fra tion and the vis osity η is given in
−1 −1
s . The data and the interpolation is shown in gure 3.5 (left). We

units of kg·m

now assume that this interpolation
of our measurements.

urve is not

hanging in the temperature range

Using this assumption we dene a res aled vis osity

whi h only depends on the

η̃(Φ)

omposition:

η̃(Φ) =

η(Φ, T ) − ηH2 0 (T )
ηiBE (T ) − ηH2 0 (T )

(3.3)

Inserting equation 3.2 gives:

η̃(Φ) =

−40.66Φ5 + 103.44Φ4 − 100.32Φ3 + 39.35Φ2 + 0.17Φ + 0.91 − ηH2 0 (T = 25◦ C)
ηiBE (T = 25◦ C) − ηH2 0 (T = 25◦ C)
(3.4)

The vis osity is hen e given by:

η(Φ, T ) = η̃(Φ) · ηiBE (T ) + (1 − η̃(Φ)) · ηH2 O

(3.5)

The vis osities of the two phases are shown in gure 3.5 (right) as a fun tion of
◦
temperature. For T =40 C we measured the vis osity of the two phases. For both
phases it was 2% o the predi tion by equation 3.5, whi h is a

uarate enough for

our means.
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3.3 Measurement of the Phase Diagram
3.3.1 Turbidity Measurements
The turbidity measurements are performed for 25 dierent

ompositions in an in-

tervall from 0.10 to 0.67 mass fra tion of i-BE. The transition temperature for a
◦
◦
omposition of 0.10 is about 46 C and for a mass fra tion of 0.67 it is 51 C. So in
◦
◦
the temperature range from 25 C ( riti al point) to 50 C the system is well hara terized. This is the temperature range used for the measurements of the droplet
size distribution.
For one

omposition the measuring pro eeds as follows:

surement the mixture with a given

During the whole mea-

omposition is stirred with the magneti

stirrer

between 300 and 1500 revolutions per minute. The measurement starts above the
transition temperature. Here in the two phase region a lot of droplets exist, be ause
the two immis ible phases are stirred. The droplets s atter the light and the system
is turbid. The images of the mixture are bright. Then the system is ooled with
◦
35 C/h below the transition temperature. After rossing the transition temperature,
the system is in the homogeneous phase and the mixture be omes transparent and
the taken images are dark, be ause no light, ex ept from ba kround light, is s at◦
tered into the amera. Now the system is heated up again with 12 C/h and at the
transition temperature it be omes turbid again. During the

hanges in temperature,

images are aquired with a rate of 1 Hz. The mean grey value of one image is refered
to as the turbidity (due to 8 bit grey image the range of the turbidity values is
from 0 to 255). In gure 3.6 the

hange in turbidity for one measurement is shown.

From the turbidity plot the time of the phase transition is determined. There is a
sudden

hange in the turbidity when the phase transition happens. To determine

the transition, three straight lines are tted to the turbidity data (red lines in gure
3.6). The interse tions of the left and right straight line with the base line give the
two transition points.

With the temperature logle the transition temperature is

known. The two values for the transition temperature are not the same for heating
and

ooling the system. This is due to overheating and under ooling and typi al for

rst order phase transitions. The measurement is repeated at least on e

4

and the

average value of all obtained temperatures is taken for the transition temperature.
The standard deviation is

onsidered as the error. At low

on entrations of i-BE it

is very hard to mix the system properly, be ause the very tiny i-BE ri h phase is
lo ated at the top of the sample due to its lower density. The magneti
at the bottom of the measurement

stirrer stirs

ell. Stirring at 1500 rpm is not e ient enough

to mix the whole sample and generate turbidity. In these

ases the measurement is

modied, so that the sample is only heated up from the homogeneous phase into the
4 There

are also measurments whi h have been repeated ve times, but the dieren es in temperature for heating and ooling is larger than the dieren es between single measurements, so we
de ided that two measurements for ea h point are su ient.
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Figure 3.6: Turbidity measurement for
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25
1200

the turbidity (blue line) and the

temperature (green line) is shown as a fun tion of time. The three dashed
red lines are tted to the turbidity to obtain the transitions (bla k lines).

two phase region. In this

ase the turbidity shows a sudden in rease at the phase

transition.
The measured transition temperatures are shown in gure 3.7.

They mark the

boundary between the two phase and the one phase region.

3.3.2 Inuen e of the Dye
The measurements to determine the phase boundary are made without the uoresent dye nile red, be ause the turbidity signal is mu h

learer in this

ase. There is

no uores ent ba kround whi h is present all over the measurement.
For the measurements whi h are performed to obtain the images of the droplets, the
uores ent dye is needed.

So three measurements are performed using a mixture

of i-BE, nile red and water, to test if the phase boundary alters.

5

The nile red

has been dissolved in 100ml i-BE. From this solution the samples for the turbidity

6

measurements are prepared

as well as for all samples for the measurements of the

droplet size distribution. There is a good agreement, the data points lie within the
errorbars of the other measurements, see 3.7 (red

ir els). In table 3.2 the transition

temperatures are given for the measurements of the data points with and without
dye. Therefore we

an assume that the uores ent dye does not inuen e the phase

5 We

did not determine the amount of nile red, the solution was deep red, and probably near
saturation.
6 whi h means adding destilled water to gain the desired omposition
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temperature [°C]
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Figure 3.7: Phase diagram of i-BE / water, blue data points

orrespond to mea-

surements without the uores ent dye and the three red data points are
measurements in luding the uores ent dye nile red.
green line is the t to the data to determine the

The underlying

riti al point (bla k

ross).

diagram.

Φ
0,18
0,28
0,37

without dye

with dye

27.25 ± 0.13 27.23 ± 0.14
25.58 ± 0.13 25.58 ± 0.14
25.75 ± 0.17 25.70 ± 0.19

Table 3.2: Transition temperatures for three ompositions with and without nile red
◦
in units of C. Within the error the dye does not show any ee t on the
transition temperature.

3.3.3 Fitting the Phase Boundaries
For the

al ulation of the temperature ramps the transition temperature has to be

known for all

ompositions in a

ertain interval. To interpolate the measured data a

polynomial t is used. This t is performed in two steps. In the rst step the

riti al

point is determined and with this the t of the whole phase diagram is obtained.
To determine the

Φ ≤ 0.47

20

riti al point of the phase diagram the data points between

are used. A fourth order polynomial in

Φ − Φc

0.18 ≤

is used for the t, the rst

3.3 Measurement of the Phase Diagram
order in

Φ − Φc

is set to zero to get a zero slope at the

riti al point.

T (Φ) = Tc + a(Φ − Φc )2 + b(Φ − Φc )3 + c(Φ − Φc )4
The t is shown in gure 3.7 (green line). The

0.310 ± 0.004

and the

riti al mass
◦

Tc = 25.51 C ±

riti al temperature is

(3.6)

omposition is
0.03◦ C .

Φc =

In the se ond step the two bran hes of the phase diagram are tted seperately. To
a

ount for the asymmetry of the phase diagram for the right bran h a fourth order

and for the left a sixth order polynomial is used. Again the rst order in
is set to zero to get a zero slope at the
polynomials give a

riti al point.

With this

Φ − Φc

hoi e the two

ontinuous and dierentiable fun tion.

Tl (Φ) = Tc + al (Φ − Φc )2 + bl (Φ − Φc )3 + cl (Φ − Φc )4 + dl (Φ − Φc )5 + el (Φ − Φc )6
Tr (Φ) = Tc + ar (Φ − Φc )2 + br (Φ − Φc )3 + cr (Φ − Φc )4
7

The parameters of the following t fun tions are shown in table 3.3

In gure 3.8

the tted phase diagram is shown.

a
b
c
d
e

left

right

51.2

122.2

-979.8

-750.7

995.3

2574.2

120779
647056

Table 3.3: Fitting parameters of the left and right bran h of the phase boundary in
◦
units of C

3.3.4 Comparison with Literature
The phase diagram has already been measured by [19℄, see gure 3.9. They obtain
◦
a riti al temperature of 25.3 C and a riti al omposition of 0.070 molar fra tion,
whi h

orresponds to 0.331 mass fra tion (see appendix for

tions). These values deviate by

onversion of

∆Φ = 0.021 ± 0.004 and ∆T =

omposi(−0.21 ± 0.1)◦ C from

our measurements. We attribute these deviations to the fa t that we are not using
puried i-BE as the authors of [19℄. Apparently, adding small amounts of dye has
an even smaller ee t than using dierent bat hes of i-BE (see gure 3.7 and table
7 The

oe ients of the higher order terms are high. Sin e we are only interested in an interpolation of the data points, we do not have to worry about the quality of the t.
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temperature [°C]
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Figure 3.8: Phase diagram of i-BE / water: measured data points (blue) and polynomial t (red)

3.2). Be ause of these deviations we remeasure the phase diagram in order to have
high pre ision in the

22

omposition data.

3.3 Measurement of the Phase Diagram

Figure 3.9: Phase diagram of i-BE / water (dots) and n-BE / water (squares),
reprinted from [19℄
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3.4 Constant Thermodynami Driving
The thermodynami

driving for e for the phase separation is the

sition of the two phases indu ed by a

ontinuous

hange in

ompo-

hange of the temperature.

To

have a better understanding of the response of the system to the driving for e we
want to keep it

onstant. In the following we relate the

the generation of droplet volume.

hange in

omposition to

On that basis the driving for e

an be dened

and gets an vivid physi al interpretation.

T

T2

Φ0

δΦl

T1

Φ
Φl
Figure 3.10: Volume

The

bottom

Φr

onservation of i-BE during a small

phase of the demixed system is

hange of temperature

onsidered at equilibrium (see gure

3.10). By in reasing the temperature slightly from

T1

to

T2 ,

supersaturation (more

i-BE in the bulk than in equilibrium) is built up. Be ause an intermediate heating
rate is assumed ( hapter 1.2) the diusive ex hange between the two global phases
an be negle ted. Therefore, the system

an only lower its supersaturation e iently

by generating droplets and transporting the i-BE to them. Changes in the densities
during this pro ess are negle ted. The

onservation of i-BE

an be expressed with

the following equation:

Vbottom Φl (T1 ) = δVdroplets Φr (T2 ) + (Vbottom − δVdroplets ) · Φl (T2 )

(3.7)

The left hand side is the total volume of i-BE whi h is available in the bottom phase
when the system is in equilibrium at

T1 .

The right hand side des ribes how the i-BE

T2 . The
δΦl = Φl (T2 ) − Φl (T1 ).

volume is distributed between the droplets and the bulk at

Φl (T1 )

diers from the

omposition at

T2

by

omposition

Vbottom · (Φl (T2 ) − δΦl ) = δVdroplets Φr (T2 ) + (Vbottom − δVdroplets ) · Φl (T2 )
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(3.8)

3.5 Cal ulation of the Temperature Ramps
The

ompositions now depend on the same temperature and thus the dependen e

of the temperature will not be shown expli itly anymore. With the introdu tion of
the droplet volume fra tion

v := Vdroplet/Vbottom

and

δv = δVdroplet /Vbottom

for small

quantities, the following equation is obtained:

δv = −
The

δΦl
Φr − Φl

(3.9)

hange in the small quantities happens in the time step

in the droplet volume fra tion

δv

to the time step

δt

δt.

Relating the

hange

and going to the limit of

innitesimal quantities gives the following expession:

v̇ =
The

dv
1
∂Φl
=−
dt
Φr − Φl ∂t

hange in droplet volume fra tion is equal to the

2Φ0 = Φr − Φl .

by the width of the mis ibility gap

(3.10)

hange in

Performing the same

v̇top .

for the top phase leads to an analogous equation for
parameter

ξ

to be equal to the

omposition divided
al ulation

We dene the driving

hange in droplet volume fra tion.

Be ause the

phase boundaries are not symmetri

this has to be done separately for the bottom

and top phase and only one of both

an be kept

onstant in the experiments.

1
∂Φr (T (t))
2Φ0 (T (t))
∂t
1
∂Φl (T (t))
=−
2Φ0 (T (t))
∂t

ξr = v̇bottom =

(3.11)

ξl = v̇top

(3.12)

There is also the possibility to keep the sum of both driving parameters
this will be used in experiments to

ontrol the

onstant,

hange of droplet volume fra tion in

both phases.

ξ0 = ξr + ξl =
ξ0

∂Φ0 (T (t))
1
Φ0 (T (t))
∂t

is the driving parameter whi h is kept

(3.13)

onstant in experiments by [10℄. From the

ξ and ζ . They
(ζ = ξr − ξl ).

diusion equation they derived two driving parameters
to

ξr

and

ξl

as the sum (ξ

= ξr + ξl )

and the dieren e

are related

3.5 Cal ulation of the Temperature Ramps
We now want to
driving parameters

al ulate temperature ramps

ξr , ξl

or

ξ0

T (t),

whi h keep one of the three

onstant. In this way the temperature ramp

an be

adapted to our phase diagram. The equations 3.11 - 3.13 are used as a starting point.
The following

al ulation is done for a

onstant

ξr .

The

hange in

omposition is
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proportional to the

hange in temperature ( hain rule), where

∂Φ/∂T

is the inverse

slope of the phase boundaries.

∂Φr (T )
∂Φr (T ) ∂T (t)
=
∂t
∂T
∂t

(3.14)

◦
In our experiments we keep the start and end temperature xed: Tstart = 25.8 C
◦
and Tend = 50 C. By hanging the value of the driving parameter the measurement
time is

hanged. Therefore, if the time is res aled by the measurement time tend , all

the temperature ramps for dierent values of the driving parameter fall on top of
t
ea h other. The dimensionless time τ =
is used and substituted in the equation
tend
1
dτ
above (
= tend ):
dt

∂Φr (T ) ∂T (τ )
1
2Φ0 (T (τ )) ∂T
∂τ
parameter a onstant α exists. Using α

αr = ξr tend =
For ea h kind of driving
the measurement

an be

(3.15)
the duration of

al ulated and therefore the dimensionless time

τ

an be

onverted ba k into real time.

αr
and
t = τ · tend
ξr
Φl (T ) are the data from the measured

tend =
The values for
(see
is

Φr (T )

hapter 3.3).

and

For the

(3.16)
phase diagram

al ulation of the temperature ramp the

omposition

onverted to volume fra tion (see appendix 1) using the temperature-dependent

densities.

To integrate equation 3.15 numeri ally the dierential quotient will be

dis retized:

∂T (τ )
T (τ + ∆τ ) − T (τ )
=
∂τ
∆τ

(3.17)

Combined with equation 3.15 an equation for the stepwise

al ulation of the tem-

perature ramp is obtained:

T (τ + ∆τ ) = T (τ ) +

αr 2Φ0 (T (τ ))
∂Φr
∂T

· ∆τ

(3.18)

T (τ )

With this equation the temperature ramp is al ulated stepwise from T (τ = 0) =
25.8◦ C to T (τ = 1) = 50.00◦ C. The value of α has to be hosen in a way that
◦
the se ond boundary ondition T (τ = 1) = 50.00 C is fullled. For the integration
10000 uniformly distributed time steps are used.
The equation for

ξl

is analog. For a

onstant

ξ0

the equations for

α0

and

T (τ + ∆τ )

are:

α0 = ξ0 tend

!

1
=
2Φ0 (T (τ ))

∂Φr (T ) ∂Φl (T ) ∂T (τ )
= (ξr + ξl )tend
−
∂T
∂T
∂τ
α0 2Φ0 (T (τ ))
T (τ + ∆τ ) = T (τ ) +
· ∆τ
∂Φl
∂Φr
− ∂T
∂T
T (τ )
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T (τ )

(3.19)

(3.20)

3.6 Summary

α

The following values for the dierent
above:

α0 = 1.61565, αr = 0.99263

In gure 3.11 a) the
ases of
time

onditions mentioned

αl = 0.62303.

al ulated temperature ramps are shown for the three dierent

ξr = const, ξl = const

τ.

and

satisfy the boundary

The temperature is

and

ξ0 = const

as a fun tion of the dimensionless

hanged very slowly in the beginning and relatively

fast in the end of the measurement. The in reasing heating rate a

ounts for the

in rease of the slope of the phase boundaries with in reasing temperature. For higher
temperatures the heating has to be faster to gain the same
as for lower temperatures. The temperature ramp with
the temperature ramp with

ξ0 = const

hange in

ξl = const

omposition

is always below

and the temperature ramp with

ξr = const

is always a little bit above. At the start and end temperature the dieren es vanish
due to the same boundary

onditions.

For data analysis and further

al ulation the time-dependent values of

ξr

and

ξl

for

the dierent driving parameters are needed. They

an be

al ulated easily from the

temperature ramp using the dening equations for

ξr

ξl .

and

The formula for

ξr

is

given by:

ξr (τ ) =

∂Φr (T ) ∂T (τ ) 1
1
2Φ0 (T (τ )) ∂T
∂τ tend

(3.21)

∂T (τ )
has to be al ulated numeri ally.
∂τ
In gure 3.11 b) - d) the time dependen e of the driving parameters ξr and ξl are
The derivative of the temperature ramp

shown for the dierent temperature ramps. For measurements of a

onstant

ξ0

the

hange in droplet volume fra tion will in rease in the bottom phase (ξr in reases)
and de rease in the top phase (ξl de reases) during the measurement (see subgure
b)). For a

ξr = const the

phase (see subgure

hange in droplet volume fra tion de reases in the bottom

)) and in reases in the top phase for a

onstant

ξl (see subgure

d)).

3.6 Summary
The binary liquid of isobutoxyethanol and water has a lower

◦
riti al point at 25.5 C,

whi h allows automatised and longterm measurements. The density and vis osity
of the binary liquid are interpolated for all data points of the binodal line. These
values are needed to des ribe the motion of the uid.
With the measurement of the phase boundaries we have a

urate data of the phase

diagram of the system, whi h we are a tually using. It seems that the
depends on impurities of the used
boundaries a temperature ramp is
volume in one phase

omponents ( .f. se tion 3.3.4). From the phase
al ulated, whi h keeps the generated droplet

onstant. With the experimental setup we are now able to take

images of droplets forming in the binary uid, if the temperature is
the

riti al point

hanged due to

al ulated temperature ramp.

The temperature ramp starts in the two phase region.

◦
After a jump from 24 C,
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Figure 3.11: Temperature ramps and the driving parameters of the dierent temperature ramps: a) temperature ramps for the three dierent
driving parameters (ξ0

onstant

= const (red), ξr = const (blue) and ξl = const
(green)); b) ξr (blue) and ξl (green) for a onstant ξ0 (red); ) ξl (green)
for a onstant ξr (blue); d) ξr (blue) for a onstant ξl (green).
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3.6 Summary
◦
where the binary uid is properly mixed in the one phase region, to 25.8 C we wait
four hours to let the system relax to equilibrium.
In the next

hapter we will see how the droplets in the images

an be dete ted and

tra ked through the image series.
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4.1 Motivation
The aim of this

hapter is to des ribe the pro ess whi h derives a list of droplets

( ontaining position and radius of ea h droplet) from the gray-value image taken in
the experiment. These droplet lists are used for further data analysis, for example
to

al ulate the size distribution.

The rst part of this

hapter des ribes how the

omputer makes a droplet list by

pro essing separate images. Be ause it is not easy to dete t all the droplets properly
in an image, the droplets will be tra ked through the image series. If the information
of the other images is used, the artefa ts of the image pro essing

an be redu ed:

dirt or not properly dete ted droplets do not have a physi al traje tory and

an be

eliminated. In the se ond part the droplet tra king pro ess will be des ribed, using
the out oming droplet lists of the pro essing of single images as a starting point.
Here, the water ri h phase of the system is

onsidered, where the ba kround is more

or less dark and the droplets are bright. The same algorithm also works in the i-BE
ri h phase, where the ba kround is light and the droplets are dark. In this

ase the

images must just be inverted.

4.2 Image Pro essing of Single Images*
4.2.1 Prepro essing of the Images*
The aim of the prepro essing is to get an image with learly visible droplets. Without
a lear image it is very di ult or even impossible to dete t the droplets in the image.
To remove artefa ts

oming from stationary dirt (on the measurement

ell or on the

amera hip) or inhomogeneities in the illumination, a mean image, al ulated from a
part of the image series, is subtra ted. To redu e the noise and the horizontal stripes
in the image it is ltered in the frequen y domain using the Fourier transformation.
The horizontal stripes are

aused by the droplets themselves. The opti al densities

of droplets and the surrounding uid are not the same, so the droplets a t like small
lenses, whi h give rise to the instationary stripes. To redu e the stripes a high pass
lter (gaussian lter with a small width in horizontal and a big width in verti al
dire tion) is used. For redu ing the noise a low pass lter (isotropi

gaussian lter)
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200 µm

200 µm

Figure 4.1: Raw image (top) and prepro essed image (below) of a measurement in
−5
the bottom phase with ξ = 1.05 · 10 s.
32

4.2 Image Pro essing of Single Images*
is used. After the ltering the

ontrast of the image is adjusted. In gure 4.1 the

raw image and the prepro essed image are shown.

4.2.2 Finding the Droplets*
200 µm

Figure 4.2: Identied droplets in the image of τ
−5
bottom phase with ξ = 1.05 · 10 s.

= 0.1734

of a measurement in the

To nd the droplets in the prepro essed image two steps are made. In the rst step
rough estimates of droplet radii and positions are obtained. Here methods of image
pro essing like thresholding, edge dete tion and watershed transformation are used.
These estimated values of radius and position are used in the se ond step. A mat h
fun tion is used to

ompare the intensity of a droplet

small ring of 3 pixel around the droplet

Iring .

Idroplet

to the intensity of a

If the droplet has the right position

and radius the intensity dieren e should be large, be ause then the ring

overs only

dark ba kround and the droplet only the bright part. The denition of the mat h
fun tion

m

is given in equation 4.1.

The intensity dieren e is modied with an
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1

x

empiri al radius dependen e .

and

y

denote the position of the droplet and

r

· (Idroplet (x, y, r) − Iring (x, y, r))

(4.1)

the

radius, they are given in pixel.

1

m(x, y, r) =
30 +



r
pixel

1.3

For every droplet found in the rst step the mat h with the image is

al ulated. By

varying radius and position of the droplet a lo al maximum of the mat h is found.
All droplets with a mat h

m > 0.08

are

onsidered as droplets. In gure 4.2 all the

droplets found in one image are shown.

4.3 Tra king Droplets
4.3.1 Mat hing the Droplets of Two Images
In

hapter 4.2.2 it is des ribed how the droplets

tra k the droplets through a image series the
images have to be found. A ne essary

an be identied in the images. To

orresponding droplets in

ondition to nd these

onse utive

orresponding droplets

is that the framerate of the image series is adapted to the dynami s of the droplets.
If the droplets are displa ed too mu h between two images they

annot be assigned

to ea h other.
Ea h droplet of one droplet list is

ompared to the droplets of the next droplet list.

Only the droplets in the surrounding of that droplet have to be taken into a

ount.

The droplets, whi h have the smallest hange in position and the radius are mat hed
together. For the identi ation it is a big advantage that the droplets have dierent
sizes.
In gure 4.3 the mat hed droplets are shown. The droplets in the image are marked
with red

ir les and the

orresponding droplets in the next image with green

We observe that the big droplets mainly move upwards.
bottom phase is shown, the droplets

ir les.

Sin e an image of the

onsist of the i-BE ri h phase, whi h is lighter

than the surrounding water ri h bulk phase. Therefore the big droplets sediment
upwards.

The small droplets are adve ted by the uid, they simply follow the

uid motion. This observation indi ates, that the motion of the droplets has two
omponents: one is the displa ement due to the adve tion of the uid and the other
is the radius-dependent sedimentation due to the density dieren e of bulk and
droplets. A quantitative dis ussion of this de omposition of the droplet motion is
given in

hapter 4.4.1.

The mat hing of the droplets des ribed above uses only the information of the two
droplet lists.

It

an be improved when information of the previous image is also

used.
1 Te

hni al details will be des ribed in the thesis of Tobias Lapp. The mat h fun tion is given
here, be ause a similar one will be used later.
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200 µm

Figure 4.3: Corresponding droplets: the red
round image and the green

ir les mark the droplets in the ba k-

ir les mark their position and radius in the

next image.

4.3.2 Cal ulating the Displa ement Field
We now want to use the positions of
images to

orresponding droplets in two

onse utive

al ulate the displa ement. The displa ement eld is used in the following

in terms of the lo al averaged displa ement of droplets due to adve tion. Hen e the
displa ement due to sedimentation has to be subtra ted. A simple assumption for
the sedimentation velo ity

used

is the Stokes velo ity for a sphere of radius

r,

whi h

is given by the following formula [24℄(p. 234):

used =
where

∆ρ

itational a
To

2 ∆ρ · g · r 2
9
η

(4.2)

denotes the mass density dieren e between sphere and uid,
eleration, and

η

the dynami

g

the grav-

vis osity of the uid.

al ulate the displa ement eld the image is divided into se tions ( 25 se tions

in horizontal dire tion and 20 in verti al dire tion).

Now the displa ements due

to sedimentation (see equation 4.2) are subtra ted from the displa ements of the
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200 µm

Figure 4.4: Displa ement eld: the arrows
the red

orrespond to the displa ement of uid,

ir els mark the droplets found in the image and the green

ir els

their position and radius in the next image. Measurement in the bottom
−5 −1
phase, ξ = 1.05 · 10 s , τ = 0.1734.

droplets and the average adve tional displa ement of all droplets in one
ulated. To get a smoother eld the four neighbouring
into a

ell is

al-

ells (at the edges) are taken

ount to the averaging pro ess with half weight. This eld is smoothed on e

again with a weighted average taking all the eight neighbouring
with dierent weights: the original
gets the weight 1/8 and the four

ell has the weight 1/4, the
ells in the

ells into a

ount

ell with a joint edge

orners have the weight 1/16. With

this pro ess unphysi al dis ontinuities in the displa ement eld

an be eliminated, it

has to be smooth be ause the Reynolds number of the ow is small (in the order of
10−1 ). The unsmoothed displa ement eld is also saved and used for further analysis
(mean velo ities, rms velo ities,

orrelations). In gure 4.4 a smoothed displa ement

eld is shown as well as the mat hed droplets.
With the displa ement eld the mat hing of the droplets of two
des ribed in

hapter 4.3.1

an be improved. We

droplet the value of the displa ement eld,

onse utive images

an now add to the position of a

al ulated with the previous image, at

that position and the sedimentation displa ement depending on its radius. This new
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position

an be

ompared to the droplets in the next image.

4.3.3 Predi ting Droplet Positions and Mat h them to the
Image
With the droplet tra king we want to improve the dete tion of droplets in the
images. What is used so far is the information of the droplet lists. We

an make

some improvements if we use also the information of the previous droplets list. But
what

an be done if a droplet has not been dete ted? Here the information of the

raw images or the prepro essed images
predi tion of the droplet position and

an be used. The main idea is to make a

ompare it to the prepro essed image. In the

following the algorithm, whi h tra ks the droplets forward in time is des ribed. The
dierent steps are shown in gure 4.5.
The starting point is a droplet of the droplet list of image 1. This droplet (see

a)

b)

)

Figure 4.5: Steps of the forward tra king: a) two
b) predi ting the droplet,

d)

omponents of the displa ement,

) mat hing the droplet to the next image, d)

re al ulating the adve tive displa ement
subgure a)) has a displa ement due to its sedimentation velo ity (blue arrow) and
a displa ement due to the adve tion of the uid (orange arrow). With these two
omponents a position of the droplet in the next image is predi ted, the radius stays
the same, see the red dashed

ir le in subgure b). The predi ted droplet is mat hed

to the image 2 using a mat h fun tion similar to the one des ribed in
see the red

ir le with the solid line in subgure

hapter 4.2.2,

).

It is ne essary to modify the mat h fun tion (see equation 4.1) used for the droplet
nding in a single image, be ause often little droplets are dete ted at the edge of big
droplets. To redu e the number of these

ases another term is added to the mat h

fun tion. If a little droplet is lo ated at the edge of a bigger droplet, a little part
of its halo is

overing the dark ba kround and the remaining part is

overing the

relatively light part of the big droplet. If the little droplet is lo ated totally in front
of the big droplet these intensity dieren e will not appear.
takes this asymmetry into a
(denoted as
deviation a

xr

and

yr )

is

ount.

The intensity weighted

al ulated. It is

So the modi ation
entroid of the halo

ompared to the droplet position. The

ounts for this asymmetry and should make the mat h smaller.

The
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empiri al prefa tor

α

is there to balan e both parts of the mat h fun tion given in

equation 4.3.

m(x, y, r) =

(x − xr )2 + (y − yr )2
1
·
(I
(x,
y,
r)
−
I
(x,
y,
r))
−
α
·
droplet
ring
r2
30 + (r)1.3
(4.3)

The radius

r

and the

oordinates

x, xr , y

and

yr

are given in pixels. We use

α = 3.

Again radius and position are varied until a lo al maximum of the mat h fun tion
is found. All droplets with a mat h
Now two

m > 0.08

are a

epted.

orresponding droplets have been found. The adve tive displa ement used

for the predi tion of the droplet (orange arrow) has been an estimate based on the
information of the past. Using the positions of the two
adve tive displa ement is

orresponding droplets the

al ulated again subtra ting the sedimentation (see green

arrow in subgure d)).
These steps are made for all droplets of the droplet list of image 1. The
droplets of the two images are sorted into traje tories.

orresponding

Then this pro edure is

repeated starting with the droplet list of image 2 and the additionally found droplets
of the tra king step before.
All the mat hed droplets are sorted into traje tories. The traje tory of a droplet
ontains all its positions and radius values in the dierent images. They are saved
with an index

orresponding to the le index of the image where the traje tory

starts.

4.3.4 Enlarge Traje tories
It is sometimes the

ase, that a droplet is visible in several images but not tra ked

from the rst one. It is also possible, that two traje tories are seperated by a not
so

learly visible droplet, whi h has not been found. To over ome these problems

to a

ertain extent the droplets are also tra ked ba kwards in time. Starting with

the traje tories

al ulated in the forward tra king the beginning of ea h traje tory

is analysed. A sket h of the dierent steps is shown in gure 4.6. From the displa ement eld and the sedimentation the droplet position is predi ted into the past, the
radius stays the same (subgure b)). This predi ted droplet is mat hed to the previous image with the same mat h fun tion used in the forward tra king (subgure
)). Now this mat hed droplet is

ompared to a list of all droplets in that image

being part of a traje tory. If the droplet agrees in position and radius with a droplet

at the end of a traje tory, the two traje tories will be fused, so that a hole between

two seperated traje tories is lled. If the droplet does not mat h any droplet in that
list, the droplet will be added

at the beginning

of the traje tory, whi h is thereby

enlarged (see subgure d)). All the other droplets have been mat hed to a droplet
whi h is already part of a traje tory. They are deleted, so that there are no bran hes
of the traje tories possible. In the whole tra king algorithm the
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ollision of droplets

4.3 Tra king Droplets
a)

b)

)

Figure 4.6: Steps of ba kward tra king:

d)

a) two

omponents of the displa ement,

b) predi ting the droplet into the past,

) mat hing the droplet to the

previous image, d) enlarged traje tory

is negle ted. Getting some

ollision rates out of these two dimensional images seems

impossible. Figure 4.7 shows the number of traje tories of ea h le index as well
as the number of traje tories whi h have been enlarged by adding a droplet at the
beginning or by fusion of two traje tories.
In gure 4.8 the droplets of the ba kward tra king are shown with their traje tories
as identied in the previous ten frames.

4.3.5 Sort out Unphysi al Traje tories
We have now traje tories of droplets whi h have a minimum length. But looking at
videos of the tra ked droplets it seems that the prepro essing has not removed all
dirt and some is also tra ked through the image series. To get rid of these
sort out all traje tories

ontaining droplets whi h do not move. For ea h traje tory

the maximum distan e to the starting point

d = max
i

xi

and

yi

ases, we

q

(xi − x0

(x0 , y0 )

)2

is

al ulated.

+ (yi − y0

)2



denote the other droplet positions in the traje tory.

(4.4)

This distan e

d

is

ompared to the length of a traje tory of droplet, whi h is only adve ted by the
uid (tra er parti le). This length is a typi al root mean squared velo ity
the ow times the duration

∆t

ūrms

of

of the traje tory:

1
dmin = ūrms ∆t
2
The fa tor 1/2 is there to make the

riterion not that sharp. We use

All traje tories with

d < dmin

of the measurement

ell and deleted.

are

(4.5)

ūrms = 3µm/s.

onsidered as dirt or droplets sitting on the wall
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number of trajectories
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Figure 4.7: Ee t of ba k tra king, the number of traje tories is given per le index: number of all traje tories from forward tra king (bla k), number of
traje tories where at the beginning a droplet has been mat hed to the image(red), number of traje tories whi h have been enlarged by one droplet
(blue), number of traje tories whi h have been fused with another tra−5 −1
je tory (green). Measurement in the bottom phase, ξ = 1.05 · 10 s ,
the range of le indi es

orrespond to

τ = 0.195 − 0.305

.

4.4 Evaluation of the Droplet Tra king Algorithm
4.4.1 Sedimentation Velo ities
Figure 4.4 indi ates that the small droplets in the system are good tra ers for the
uid motion. For the big droplets sedimentation has a signi ant

ontribution to

the motion. In the implementation of the algorithm the Stokes velo ity is assumed
to be equal to the sedimentation velo ity (equation 4.2). Be ause we do not have
hard spheres sedimenting in a resting uid but uid-uid settling velo ities we have
to

he k the agreement with the stokes velo ity.

In gure 4.9 the verti al velo ity

al ulated from the traje tories of the tra ked

droplets is shown as a fun tion of the radius (red data points).
ontains the un ertainties in the radius (see

hapter 4.4.4) and the

The errorbars
hange of the

material parameters in the range of averaging. This verti al velo ity is

ompared

to the sedimentation velo ity due to equation 4.2 (blue points). The mean verti al
velo ity of the ow ( al ulated from the ow elds) is added to this velo ity. The
errorbars of the sedimentation velo ity are due to the
eter in the time interval of averaging. At

r=0

hange of the material param-

the value of the mean ow velo ity

is plotted, the errorbar of that point denotes the standard deviation of the verti al
velo ities, whi h

hara terises the adve tion of the uid.

The assumption of the Stokes velo ity seems to des ribe the verti al
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200 µm

Figure 4.8: All droplets in the image, whi h are part of a traje tory, are shown. The
radius of the droplets is

olour

oded. The red lines indi ate the droplets

positions in the last up to ten frames. Measurement in the bottom phase,
ξ = 1.05 · 10−5s−1 , τ = 0.1734.
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40
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stokes velocity + mean flow
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Figure 4.9: Comparision of the verti al velo ity of the droplets (red) and the Stokes
velo ity modied by the mean ow (blue). The data point at

r=0

is

the mean verti al velo ity and the errorbar is the standard deviation,
whi h
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hara terises the variation of the velo ity due to the adve tion.

4.4 Evaluation of the Droplet Tra king Algorithm
the velo ity very well. For small droplet radii there is a deviation. This is probably
due to remaining artefa ts. The deviation was mu h bigger before the unphysi al
traje tories (see se tion 4.3.5) were sorted out.

4.4.2 Droplet Numbers
With this algorithm the individual droplets in the images
series of images. This

an be tra ked through a

an be visualized very well in a video.

The number of droplets, whi h are part of a traje tory with a minimum length of
three frames, is about 30 to 50% of the number of droplets in the droplet lists. In
gure 4.10 the number of droplets is shown as a fun tion of the dimensionless time

τ.

In this gure it

the noise.

an be seen, that tra king does a tremendous job in redu ing

Artefa ts of the analysis of single images are sorted out, be ause they

do not have physi al traje tories.

The ba kward tra king has not a big ee t on

the numbers, but it is useful to ll holes in the traje tories and therefore to enlarge
them.

droplet numbers

number of droplets

2500
list
forward
backward

2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

0.2

0.4

τ

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 4.10: Number of droplets: in the droplet list (green), after the forward tra king (red) and after the ba kward tra king (blue).

4.4.3 Traje tory Length
Small droplets

an not be tra ked as long as the big droplets.

exa tly in the fo al plane of the

amera to be dete table. For a quantitave analysis

traje tories of 2000 images are sorted into radius bins a
radius.

They have to be

ording to their average

In ea h bin the number of traje tories of a given length is

olour

oded.

Figure 4.11 shows the radius dependen e of the traje tory length. The red line indi ates the time whi h a droplet of a

ertain radius needs to sediment through the

image due to the Stokes velo ity (equation 4.2).

It puts an upper bound on the
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traje tory length and leads to a de rease of the traje tory length for big radii. For

Figure 4.11: Radius dependen e of the traje tory length: The number of traje tories
with a given radius and length are

olour

oded on a logarithmi

s ale.

The bla k squares denotes the average length for ea h radius bin and
the red line is the sedimentation boundary.

small droplets, the traje tory length seems to grow linearly with the radius.
assume that the depth, in whi h a droplet
radius. For this measurement 10 se onds

We

an be dete ted, is proportional to its

orrespond to three frames, whi h is the

minimum length of the traje tories.

4.4.4 Estimate the Error of the Radius
To estimate the error of the radius of the dete ted droplets the radius u tuations
of a tra ked droplet along its traje tory

an be used.

estimate of the un ertainty of the radius.
average radius is

These u tuations give an

The following pro edure is used:

the

al ulated for ea h traje tory and all the dierent radius values of

one traje tory are put in the one radius bin

orresponding to the average radius.

At the end the standard deviation of all radius values of one bin is
result is shown in gure 4.12.

al ulated. The

Here 100 linear radius bins are used between the

radius of 4 and 60µm and the traje tories of the rst 10000 images are taken. In
the rst part up to 19µm a linear in rease of the standard deviation is observed,
so that there is a

onstant relative un ertain y of about 20%.

σ(r) = 0.20 · r − 0.03µm.

A linear t gives

Above 19µm the standard deviation is more or less

onstant and u tuates be ause of a small number of big droplets. Here the mean

of the values is
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3.84µm.

4.5 Summary

std of radius [µm]
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Figure 4.12: Radius-dependent standard deviation of the radius of tra ked droplets.

4.5 Summary
In this

hapter the established algorithm is des ribed, whi h

the droplets through an image series.

an dete t and tra k

Additionally to the position the radius of

the droplets is used for the tra king. The sedimentation of the droplets, des ribed
very well by the Stokes velo ity, is taken into a
algorithm we have a

ount expli itly. With this tra king

ess to the traje tories of the droplets and the velo ity eld of

the uid. From the traje tories of the droplets the size distribution an be al ulated,
be ause they

ontain also the radius information.

hapter together with the

This will be done in the next

hara terization of the ow eld.
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5 Chara terizing Droplet Size
Distribution and Flow Field
5.1 Size Distribution
The out ome of the analysis of the images are traje tories of the droplets. First of
all we are interested in the size distribution of droplets: how many droplets of a
given radius are in the system at a given time. To get the size distribution out of
the traje tories the following pro edure is done. First the droplets of ea h image are
sorted into logarithmi

radius bins a

ording to their radius. The numbers in the

radius histogram are divided by the bin width, to get a number whi h is independent of the bin size (this is important, be ause logarithmi

radius bins are used).

Afterwards the time binning is made by averaging the data in ea h time bin.
To get a number density the number of droplets has to be divided by the sample
volume, in whi h the droplets are dete ted. Be ause the images are two dimensional
the sample area is dened as the area in whi h the droplets are taken into a
For the depth it is not so

lear whi h length should be

ount.

onsidered. It seems that

in the experiment the probability of dete ting a droplet is proportional to its radius. The analysis of the traje tory length show that the average traje tory length
in reases with the radius (see gure 4.11). The

alibration of the radius dependent

probability of the droplet dete tion has to be done more pre isely.
the assumption is used that the depth where a droplet

1

In this work

an be dete tedis twi e the

diameter of the droplet . Dividing the number of droplets by the radius dependent
depth of eld and by the sample area gives the number of droplets per volume.
A part of the size distribution is shown as a 3d plot in gure 5.1. The height
responds to the number density. We see
Now we have a

or-

lear os illations in the size distributions.

ess to the full distribution of droplet sizes. In the turbidity mea-

surements only one moment of the size distribution

an be measured.

In the following, the size distributions are presented in two dimensional plots, where
the droplet number density is

olour

oded to make

omparisons between distribu-

tions easier and have a better view of the whole distribution.
A way of

he king the assumption of the radius-dependent probability of the droplet

dete tion is to look at the droplet volume fra tion. With the number density

n(r)

1 There

is a good argument using the os illations of the size distribution to show that this assumption works. Be ause we rst want to al ulate the size distribution, this is given later.
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Figure 5.1: Droplet number density as a fun tion of time and radius: the intermedi−5 −1
ate part of a measurement in the bottom phase with ξ = 1.05 · 10 s
is shown. The de adi

logarithm of the droplet number density is

olour

oded.

v

the droplet volume fra tion

an be obtained by integration:

v=
This droplet volume

an be

the system (see equation
fra tion in a

??).

ertain time

In gure 5.2 the

t

∆vξ = ξ · t,

os illation. Of

drn(r)

4π 3
r
3

Sin e

ξ

is kept

is given by

onstant the generated droplet volume

v = ξ · t.

hange in droplet volume fra tion
where

t

(5.1)

ompared to the generated droplet volume by heating

and maximum of an os illation is
due to

Z

∆vsd

between ea h minimum

ompared to the generation of droplet volume

is the time between the minimum and maximum of an

ourse there are deviations but in prin iple the assumption seems to

be justied.

5.1.1 Comparison of the Size Distribution Before and After
Droplet Tra king
It is also possible to

al ulate the size distribution from droplets lists resulting from

the image pro essingof single images.

This is done to point out the importan e

of the droplet tra king in the pro ess of data analysis.
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Comparing the two size

5.1 Size Distribution
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the droplet volume fra tion reated between the minimum
−5 −1
and maximum of ea h os illation (bottom phase with ξ = 1.05 · 10 s ).

∆vsd

denotes the

the expe ted

hange in measured droplet volume fra tion and

∆vξ

hange in droplet volume fra tion due to the driving of the

system.

distributions in gure 5.3, the ee t of the droplet tra king is

learly visible. For

the small droplets the noise is redu ed signi antly and some stru ture of the size
distribution

an also be seen here. The ee t of the droplet tra king is also visible

in the droplet number density (see gure 5.4), where it removes a ba kround mainly
appearing in the rst half of the measurement.

The os illations are visible more

learly.

5.1.2 Evolution of the Size Distribution during the Os illation
To see how the droplet volume is distributed during the os illations and to see how
the droplets grow we plot the volume density of the droplets. The volume density
4π 3
per radius V (r) is related to the number density n(r): V (r) = n(r) ·
r . For the
3
analysis the os illations four, ve and six are taken. They are divided into 12 parts.
For the start and end time of the os illation the average time of the minimum in the
number density and the droplet volume fra tion is taken. If both moments of the size
distribution are

onsidered for the determination of the start and end points of the

os illations, the result is more robust. For ea h part the volume density is averaged
in time. In gure 5.5 the volume densities for the three os illations are shown. The
12 dierent parts are

olour

oded.

At the onset of the os illation the volume is

mainly given by the volume of big droplets remaining from the last os illation. In
part three and four the small droplets start to

ontribute a

onsiderable amount of

volume. A peak of droplet volume is formed at small radii. The droplets grow and
therefore the peak shifts to higher radii. In the last third of the os illation the peak
de reases in height, be ause the droplets sediment and droplet volume is transported
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Figure 5.3: Size distribution of droplets of the bottom phase with

ξ = 1.05 · 10−5s−1 :

before the tra king (left) and after the tra king (right). The droplet
µm−4 is olour oded on a logarithmi

number density per radius given in
s ale.
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5.1 Size Distribution
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Figure 5.5: Evolution of the size distribution: number density of the whole measure−5 −1
ment of the bottom phase with ξ = 1.05 · 10 s
(lower left). In the

other three gures the droplet volume density is shown for the 12 parts

of ea h os illation. a,b, and

orrespond to the fourth, fth and sixth

os illation in the size distribution.

to the interfa e.
At the beginning of an os illation, when the new droplets are generated, there is still
a

onsiderable amount of big droplets in the system. In this part the distribution

be omes bimodal. This has been also observed in droplet size distributions of

louds.

ite
A possible explanation for the remaining big droplets is, that they are nu leated at
the bottom of the measurement

ell and drop o when they have rea hed a

ertain

size.
The area underneath the lines

orresponds to the volume fra tion at that time (it is

the radius integral of the volume density per radius). For the rst half it in reases
due to the droplet growth. Then the droplet volume fra tion de reases, be ause the
droplets sediment.
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5.2 Chara terization of the Flow Field
If the ow is ae ted by the sedimenting droplets in the system this should result in
density driven adve tive ow patterns. Spatial and temporal
eld

an

orrelations of the ow

hara terise the duration and the size of these random stru tures.

This

will be analysed in the rst part.
The uid motion has to

ompensate somehow the mass ux of the sedimenting

droplets. We have seen that the size distribution shows os illations. These os illations should therefore also appear in the the ow eld. This will be addressed in
the se ond part.
The displa ement elds resulting from of the droplet tra king pro edure
ily

an be eas-

onverted into velo ity elds of the uid by multiplying them with the framerate

of the image series.

5.2.1 Spatiotemporal Correlations
The velo ity eld

onsits of

m

x

n

is given by:

ūx (t) =

m

dis rete velo ities,

the horizontal (x) dire tion. The mean velo ity

ūx (t)

in the verti al (x) and

of the velo ity eld

n in
ux (i, j, t)

m X
n
1 X
ux (i, j, t)
m · n i=1 j=1

(5.2)

There are dierent numbers of droplets in the images, be ause the size distribution
os illates. Therefore not every point in the velo ity eld is dened at every time.
For the

al ulation of the mean velo ity as well as for the

orrelation fun tions the

points of the velo ity eld, whi h are not dened, are negle ted.

5.2.1.1 Correlation Time
The

orrelation fun tion of two velo ity leds, whi h are separated by the time

∆t

is given by:

PP

corxx (∆t) = qP P

The

(ux (i, j, t) − ū(t)) · ((ux (i, j, t + ∆t) − ū(t + ∆t))

(ux (i, j, t) − ū(t))2 ·

(ux (i, j, t + ∆t) − ū(t + ∆t))2

orrelation fun tion is evaluated for all pairs of

measurement. The averaged

orrelation fun tion

∆t. Figure 5.6 shows
ξ = 1.05 · 10−5s−1 for 3000

of the same
with

PP

∆t

(5.3)

in a time interval of the

onsists of the averages of all values

the result for a measurement in the bottom phase
onse utive velo ity elds in the rst half of the

meausrement.
The

orrelation fun tion de ays exponentially with a



cor(∆t) = A · exp −
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∆t
τ



orrelation time

τ:
(5.4)
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For the horizontal
for the verti al

−5
0

1000
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orrelation fun tion of the velo ity eld

omponents the tparameters are

omponent

400
600
length [µm]

Ay = 0.86

and

Ax = 0.83

and

τx = 29s

and

τy = 36s.

5.2.1.2 Correlation Length
For the spatial
two

orrelations four dierent

orrelations are distinguished. There are

omponents of the velo ity eld, whi h

ould have dierent

dire tion respe tively. For ea h velo ity eld the
auto

orrelation of the velo ity eld) is

orrelation (in this

al ulated. These

over a time interval whi h is longer than the

orrelations in ea h

orrelations are averaged

orrelation time. The

tion is shown in gure 5.7. Here the same data is used as for the
temporal
900µm

orrelations. Values of the

an not be

ase it is the

orrelation fun al ulation of the

orrelation fun tion for larger distan es than

al ulated, be ause the image is only 1.3mm x 1.5mm in size.
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Figure 5.8: Velo ities (left) and rms velo ities (right) of the uid, horizontal
−5 −1
nent (red), verti al omponent (blue), ξ = 1.05 · 10 s .

1

ompo-

γ . The
orrelation length of the verti al omponent in verti al dire tion is γ = 321µm and
slightly higher than the other three values. They lie between 192µm and 232µm.
The spatial

orrelations also de ay exponentially with a

orrelation length

5.2.2 Os illations of the Flow Field
In gure 5.8 the verti al and the horizontal

omponent of the velo ity eld and the

root mean squared velo ities are shown as a fun tion of the dimensionless time for a
omplete measurement. The values are averaged values of all velo ity ve tors present
in one velo ity eld. The horizontal

omponent u tuates around zero velo ity. This

ree ts that there is no preferen e for motion to the left and to the right. After all,
measurements are performed near the front wall of the

ell, but in the

enter with

respe t to the other two walls. For the verti al ow the situation is dierent  its
average value is negative, i.e. the uid has the tenden y to move downwards. There
are two possibilities to explain the downward moving of the uid. First the uid has
to

ompensate the volume ux of the upward sedimenting droplets and se ond there

are

onve tion

ells in the measurement

ell. The

onve tion

indu ed by the heating from outside the measurement
uid at the wall of the

ell is slightly warmer than in the

ell is at least driven by density dieren es.

ells in the sample are

ell. That means that the
enter. The

onve tion

The density of the uid is lower if

the temperature is higher, but the binary uid also demixes. This means that in
the bottom phase the water ontent is in reased and therefore the density also (see
◦
gure 5.9 (left)). Up to 33 C the demixing ee t is dominant and the uid has a
◦
higher density if it is warmer (see gure 3.4(left)). 33 C orresponds to τ ≈ 0.85 for

ξl

(see gure 3.11 a)). In the top phase both ee ts lower the density. This leads to

ounter rotating
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onve tion

ells in the top and bottom phase. In the bottom phase

5.2 Chara terization of the Flow Field
the uid moves downwards at the wall of the

ell and in the top phase upwards (see

gure 5.9 (right)).
In the following we

uc + ubulk ,
ment

onsider two parts of the measured verti al uid velo ity

uc is the onve tive part due to the onve
ubulk denotes the velo ity of the bulk, whi h

where

ell and

tion

uf =

ell in the measure-

ompensates the volume

ux of the sedimenting droplets.
Now we have a look at the

ontribution of the droplets. From the size distribution

T

T2
T1
Φ

ells. Left: phase diagram, for the higher temperature (T2 )

Figure 5.9: Conve tion

the system is demixed further. The bottom phase
ompared to

T1

ontains more water

(has a higher density) and the top phase more i-BE (has

a lower density). Right: resulting
ut through the

onve tion

enter of the measurement

ells, shown is a verti al

ell.

a volume averaged sedimentation velo ity is

al ulated. It is the integral over the
4π 3
r ) and the
3
droplet density (n(r)), normalized by the droplet volume fra tion:
sedimentation velo ity

used

(see equation 4.2), the droplet volume (

udr =

R

drn(r) 29 ∆ρgr
η
R

2

4π 3
r
3
drn(r) 4π
r3
3

(5.5)

The sedimentation velo ity is relative to the velo ity of the surrounding uid.
In gure 5.10(left) the sedimentation velo ity

udr

and the uid velo ity

uf

are shown.

The sedimentation velo ity in reases during the measurement signi ently, be ause
the density dieren e

∆ρ in

gure 3.4 and 3.5). Both

reases and the vis osity de reases (see equation 5.5 and

urves show os illations.

To see the ee t of the sedimenting droplets on the bulk velo ity, the

omparison

of the upward and downward moving volume has to be done in a frame
with the

vhyd

onve tion velo ity

has to be taken into a

uc .

For this

omoving

omparison an ee tive volume fra tion

ount, be ause the droplets may not

arry only their

own volume, but also some surounding uid. The droplets move upwards with the
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Figure 5.10: Left: velo ities of the uid (red) and the droplets (blue), right: hydrodynami

volume fra tion (red) and droplet volume fra tion in reased

by a fa tor of 20 (blue).

velo ity of

udr + ubulk .

Volume

onservation gives:

0 = vhyd · (udr + ubulk ) + (1 − vhyd ) · ubulk
This equation gives with

uf = ubulk + uc :
vhyd = −

Unfortunately we
hydrodynami
(vhyd

= C · v ).

an only measure

volume fra tion

vhyd

uf

and

uf − uc
udr
udr .

In the following we assume, that the

onve tion velo ity, whi h

uid velo ity, and the other is

(5.7)

is proportional to the droplet volume fra tion

Sin e we have two unknowns, we

ases. One is a small

(5.6)

v

an dis uss only the two limiting
an be negle ted

ompared to the

C = 1 where the droplets only

arry their own volume.
uf
First we negle t the onve tion velo ity. In gure 5.10(right) vhyd = −
is given
udr
for a omplete measurement. The hydrodynami volume fra tion ts very well to

the os illations of the droplet volume fra tion in the middle of the measurement. In
the end the un ertainties in the velo ity eld are bigger, be ause only a few droplets
exist in ea h image. The droplet volume fra tion is multiplied by a fa tor of about

20 to

get this agreement with the hydrodynami

volume fra tion. This means if the

onve tive ow is neglegeble, the hydrodynami

radius of the droplets, where they
√
3
10 ≈ 2.7 bigger than the droplet

ee t the surrounding uid, is by a fa tor of
radius.
But there is a big problem in this limiting
rea hes unphysi al values.

ase. The hydrodynami

A volume fra tion is per denition equal or smaller

than 1 (in gure 5.10(right) it goes up to 2).
the sedimenting droplets
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volume fra tion

This means that only the ee t of

annot explain the velo ity of the ow. To get resonable

5.2 Chara terization of the Flow Field
values of

vhyd the

onve tive velo ity has to have a signi ient ontribution. It lowers

the modulus of the numerator in equation 5.7 (uf and

uc

are both negative in the

bottom phase).
In the other limiting
we

ase where the droplets only

arry their own volume (C

an estimate the relation of the measured uid velo ity

velo ity
velo ity

uc .
udr

uf

and the

= 1),

onve tive

In gure 5.10(left) in the middle of the measurement the sedimentation
and the uid velo ity

uf

µm/s (but
vhyd = v :

have values of about 10

dire tions). From equation 5.7 we get with

uf ≈ −udr

and

in opposite

uc
= 1 − v = 0.98 to 0.96
uf

(5.8)

be ause the volume fra tion has values between 2 and 4%. In this limiting

ase the

sedimenting droplets hardly inuen e the uid velo ity.
The verti al

omponent of the velo ity eld

downward ow of a

onve tion

an be qualitatively explained by the

ell and a os illatory volume ux

ompensation of

the sedimenting droplets by the ow. With our experimental data it is not possible
to give a quantitative dis ussion.

5.2.3 Distribution of Velo ities
The previous part shows the

onne tion between the os illations in the size distri-

bution and the ow eld. To have a

loser look how the os illations evolve in the

ow eld during an os illation, we will analyse the distribution of the velo ities in
the velo ity eld. Ea h os illation is divided into four time intervals of equal length
a

ording to the os illations in the number density (or the volume fra tion). The

rst one is

entered around the minimum and the third one around the maximum

of the number density and the other two parts are lo ated in the region where the
number density rises or de reases. For ea h part of the os illation the
distribution of the horizontal and verti al

omponent is

umulative

al ulated from the velo ity

elds. In gure 5.11 an averaged

umulative distribution is shown. The distribution

of the horizontal

entered around zero velo ity as expe ted and is

omponent is

fairly symmetri . The width is

hanging a little from part to part of the os illation.

The distribution of the verti al velo ity is shifted to negative velo ities, so there is
a mean velo ity of the uid pointing downwards. Until rea hing part three of the
os illation the distribution is getting broader and shifts to the left.
In gure 5.12 the mean of ea h part of the os illation is shown for all os illations
apparent in the measurement. The errorbars

orrespond the the standard deviation

of the distribution divided by the square root of the number of un orrelated velo ities. This number
the doubled

an be

al ulated using the

orrelation time and length. After

orrelation time (about one minute) the velo ity elds are assumed to

be un orrelated, so one velo ity

an be used every minute. The

orrelation length is

about 300µm, assuming again the doubled value for the vanishing

orrelation there
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Figure 5.11: Cumulative distribution of the horizontal (left) and verti al

20

omponent

(right) of the velo ity eld. It refers to a measurement in the bottom
−5 −1
phase, ξ = 1.05 · 10 s , averaged over os illations 3 - 6.
are about four un orrelated parts of ea h velo ity eld (image is about 1.3mm x
1.5mm). In gure 5.12 the root mean squared velo ities are shown for ea h part of
the os illations (dashed lines). Like the mean velo ities they also show os illations.
In the middle of one os illation the verti al

omponent has a minimum and the root

mean squared velo ity has a maximum. The os illation period de reases and the
errorbars at least for the mean velo ities in rease be ause of fewer data points. In
gure 5.13 the

orresponding size distributions are shown. The os illations are also

divided in four parts as above.
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Figure 5.12: Mean velo ity in horizontal (red) and verti al (blue) dire tion (solid
line), rms velo ity (dashed line) in horizontal (red) and horizontal
(blue) dire tion.

For all 12 os illations, four

orrespond to one os illation.
ξ = 1.05 · 10−5 s−1 .
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Figure 5.13: Number density of the four parts of the os illations for the bottom
−5 −1
phase and ξ = 1.05 · 10 s . Average over the os illation 3-6. On the
right hand side the number density is shown on a log-log-s ale.
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6 Con lusions
6.1 Dis ussion
With the experimental setup we are able to take images of droplets in binary phase
separation, in a plane near the wall of the measurement
than 300

µm

(about one and a half of the

ell. To look mu h deeper

orrelation length of the ow eld) into

the uid is not possible. The droplet-ri h system is

omparable to dense fog with

limited sight.
From the measured phase boundaries of the binary system we are able to design
temperature ramps, whi h are adapted to the phase diagram. Temperature ramps
with a

onstant thermodynami

driving have already been used in experiments by

[10℄, but in a way that the mass ux between the two phases is kept
our

onstant. In

ase we adapt the driving for e to the situation in the bottom or top phase,

whi h leads to physi al interpretation of the driving for e as the generated droplet
volume per unit time.
With the established droplet tra king algorithm we are able to get the size distribution of the droplets as well as the droplet velo ities and the velo ity of the ow
simultaneously. The widely used parti le tra king velo imetry (PTV) [2527℄ uses
monodisperse tra er parti les. The positions of the parti les in the images have to
be dete ted with image pro essing. Tra king of the identied parti les in 3D leads to
traje tories. These parti le tra king algorithms

an not be adapted to our system,

be ause additional tra er parti les will alter the system. They may a t as nu leation
sites and sti k to the interfa e between droplets and bulk and inuen e the growth
rate [28℄ and the

oales en e of droplets [29, 30℄. We use the droplets present in the

system to get information of the ow.

The radii of the dete ted droplets

over a

range of 4µm to 40µm and some are even larger, but very rare. Therefore the tra king algorithm has to deal with a polydisperse system. Additionally to the position
the radius of the droplets is taken into a
additional

ount. On the one hand, the radius is an

riterion to identify one physi al droplet in a sequen e of images. On the

other hand, the movement of the droplets has to be de omposed into adve tion and
sedimentation, sin e the densities of droplets and bulk are not mat hed. The Stokes
velo ity des ribes the sedimentation of the droplets very well (see gure 4.9). The
adve tive

omponent of the displa ement is used for the

al ulation of an adve tive

ow eld. With the tra king of the droplets artefa ts in the dete tion of the droplets
are eliminated, this results in noise redu tion of the size distribution espe ially for
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small droplets.
The droplet tra king algorithm is used in our experiment for a low Reynolds number
ow. But it

an also be used for turbulent ow, if the framerate of the

amera is

adapted to the velo ity of the droplets.
The measured size distributions show

lear os illations. The os illations have been

observed before only by measurements of turbidity and heat
the size distribution we additionally

apa ity [9, 10, 12℄.With

an see how the droplet volume is distributed

during the os illations.
In the size distribution we observe sometimes a bimodal size distribution of droplets.
This has been reported also for
The ow eld has been

louds.

ite lamb

hara terized by spatiotemporal

orrelations and by the

time-dependent mean ow and the root mean squared velo ity of the ow. The size
of the adve tive ow patterns have been

al ulated from the

orrelation length. The

ow patterns extend 200 - 300µm in spa e and have a life time of about 30s at least
−5 −1
for the measurement of ξ = 1.05 · 10 s
in the bottom phase. The mean verti al
velo ity and the root mean squared velo ity show os illations. Qualitatively they
an be linked to the os illations in the size distribution.

6.2 Outlook
At the end of my thesis there are of

ourse open questions, possibilities for additional

experiments and optimisation of the droplet tra king.
The verti al
ow of a

omponent of the ow eld

onve tion

droplets. With a
the

onve tion

ell and the

an only be explained qualitatively by the

ompensation of the volume ux of the sedimenting

hange of the sample geometry, e.g.

ell should be ae ted, whereas the

hange in the aspe t ratio,

ompensation of the volume ux

should stay the same. With these additional experiments the two ee ts

an hope-

fully be seperated.
With the magneti

stirrer we have the possibility to mix the sample from the bot-

tom of the measurement

ell. Test measurements with a slight mixing (50 rounds

per minute) show a break down of the os illations in the bottom phase. With the
externally disturbed ow maybe the inuen e of the ow eld on the os illations

an

be studied. A rea tiveow model of phase separation [31℄ shows that the os illation
periods are hardly ae ted by the ow.
With our experimental setup we

an only measure near the wall of the measurement

ell. With an endos ope te hnique [32℄ images
inside the measurement

an be taken intrusively also from

ell.

In the droplet tra king algorithm a dis rete displa ement eld is used for the predi tion. It does not matter where in the
lo ated. Here the predi tion

of the droplet and the neighbouring
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ell of the displa ement eld the droplet is

an be optimized, if an interpolation between the
ells is used.

ell

6.2 Outlook
A detailed analysis of the os illation periods is

urrent work of Tobias Lapp. The

os illation periods depend on the heating rate and on the material parameters of the
system. To verify the dependen e on the material parameters, it would be ni e to
investigate another binary liquid, e.g. the methanol-hexane system. It has already
been studied by turbidity and heat

apa ity measurements [10℄.

The droplet growth during the os illatory phase separation of the binary uid

an

be modelled ( urrent work of Mi hael Wilkinson, Jürgen Vollmer and Tobias Lapp)
by two mea hanisms: the droplet growth due to the theory of Ostwald ripening and
a nate-time runaway growth, where large droplets sweep up smaller ones.
thesis

This

ontributes to the experiments, whi h are in good agreement with this model.

This model will be published soon.
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Appendix
1 Conversion between Dierent Composition Units
m
There are three ommon units for the omposition: mass fra tion Φ , volume fra V
n
tion Φ
and molar fra tion Φ . In the literature all of them are used. So here
onversion formulars are given.
The dierent fra tions (for

ompound 1) are dened as follows:
(1)

ΦV1

(2)

Φn1
To
two

m1
m1 + m2
V1
=
V1 + V2
n1
=
n1 + n2

Φm
=
1

M1 , M2 of the
Substituting with the relation m = ρ · V and m = n · M

onvert these fra tions the desities
ompounds are needed.

leads to the following

Φm
=
1
ΦV1

=

Φn1 =

ρ1 , ρ2

(3)

and the molar masses

onversion formulas:

1


1+

ρ2
ρ1

1+

M2 ρ1
M1 ρ2

1+

M1
M2

1
ΦV
1

−1

1

1




1
Φn
1

1
Φm
1

ΦV1 =



−1

−1





1
1+

Φn1 =
Φm
1 =

ρ1
ρ2

1+



1
Φm
1

1

M1 ρ2
M2 ρ1

1
1+

M2
M1

−1





1
Φn
1

1
ΦV
1

(4)



−1

−1





(5)

(6)

2 Cal ulation of the Densities for Dierent
Compositions
For the

al ulations of the densities for the two phases of the system i-BE / water

the data of [21℄ is used.
systems it is often the

There are two ee ts whi h

hange the density.

ase that the volume of the two mixed

In real

omponents is smaller

than the sum of the volume before mixing, that the system has a negative ex ess
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volume

VE .

On the other hand the density depends on the temperature. For this

ase a simple formula depending on the volume fra tion

an be derived. Starting

point is the denition of the density:

ρ=

mH2 O + miBE
ρH O VH2 O + ρiBE ViBE
m
=
= 2
= ρH2 O (1 − ΦV ) + ρiBE ΦV
V
V
V

where

V = VH2 O + ViBE

and

ΦV = ViBE /V

(7)

(see equation 2). For the densities the

values measured in [21℄ are used. They give values for a linear approximation of the
densities:

ρ(T ) = ρ(T = 25◦ C) − α · T

(8)

The values are given in table 1.
If the ex ess volume

VE

is also regarded, the formulas be ome more involved. The

ρ(25 C)/(g · cm )
α/(1000K −1)
◦

−3

Table 1: Densities and thermal expansion

i-BE

water

0.886255

0.997043

0.968

0.2571

oe ients for water and i-BE, taken from

[21℄
ex ess volume has to be added to the ideal volume in the previous

ρ=
n

mH2 O + miBE
m
=
=
n
Videal + n · VE
Videal + n · VEn

is the sum of the moles of the two

Now the mass of ea h

omponent

ρ=

ase:

mH2 O + miBE
iBE
+ mρiBE
+ n · VEn

mH2 O
ρH2 O

n = mH2 O /MH2 O + miBE /MiBE .
m
onverted into mass fra tions of i-BE (Φ ):

omponents:

an be

1
1−Φm
ρH2 O

+

Φm
ρiBE

(9)

+



1−Φm
MH2 O

+

Φm
MiBE



(10)

·

VEn

n
The molar ex ess volume VE itself is also a fun tion of the omposition (in molar
◦
n
fra tion Φ ). This data is also taken from [21℄. For 25 C they provide a formula to
n
n
get VE for ea h omposition Φ :

VEn (Φn ) =

Φn (1 − Φn )
· (A1 + A2 (1 − 2Φn ) + A3 (1 − 2Φn )2 )
n
1 − G(1 − 2Φ )

(11)

3
The parameters are t parameters to their data: G = 0.975, A1 = −3.079cm /mol ,
3
3
A2 = 1.801cm /mol and A3 = 0.839cm /mol. The omposition in mass fra tion
an be

onverted into a

fun tion. In this
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omposition in molar fra tion with equation 6 to use this t

ase the temperature dependen e of the ex ess volume is negle ted.
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